
Easy elf ideas - December 2022!
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Merry 
Christmas
Everyone!

Send the ‘Thank You 
for having me’ card 

included in our Reward 
Kits anytime now....

Elf arrival printables and other fr� printables to help your elf fun 
are available from www.el�orchristmas.co.uk 

E� Eyes!

Snowba� Training Make Up Mischief Snowstorm

TV Profile

Si�y Scans! Mmmm Milk!

Magic Time!Snowman Noses Elfie Selfie Biscuit Thief Paper Planes Snowman MakingWrapping Up!

Fairground Time

Ch�ky L� Ro�!

Dress Up Time! Christmas Game Hot Chocolate G�dbye

Party Time

And relax...

Thank You

Elf is watching the TV, 
grab the remote - elf set 
up a profile and saved a� 
the Christmas movies to 

favourites! 

Elf is c�king breakfast. 
Fried e�s and mushr�ms 
(the je�y sw�ts!) are on 

the menu today!

Elf has two e�s sat in a 
bowl, with a note saying 

‘Do you want to s� 
magic?’ Switch these to 

chocolate e�s later!

Elf is working at the 
Snowman nose recycling 
centre today - using a 
carrot and a grater!

Take a selfie with Elf and 
your child while they are 
sl�ping and save it as 

your scr�nsaver - leave 
Elf with your phone!

Elf is hiding behind the 
curtain with some 

half-eaten biscuits and a 
crumb or wrapper trail.

Is that a snowman made 
from shaving foam on the 
bathr�m fl�r? Elf has 

the can! 

Elf has b�n wrapping 
presents – Elf is taped to 
the table and surrounded 
by wrapping paper! Did 

he even wrap the table??

Elf t�k a few toys on the 
fairground ride - the 
washing machine!.

Elf wrote on the toilet 
ro� ‘Jingle Be�s Your P� 
Sme�s!’ And then ro�ed 

it down the stairs!

Elf is ge�ing dressed up 
in your li�le ones clothes!

Christmas would you 
rather - elf brought a 

game to play. Download 
and print it here.

Elf has made such a mess 
making a hot chocolate.
Perhaps you should help 

next time!?

Elf wrote g�dbye in 
sw�ts, t�thpaste, flour or 

on a paperchain they 
made?

Elf has a drum kit to play 
a few Christmas tunes - 
download our printable 

drum kit sign.

That’s not an angel at the 
top of our tr�! (It’s an 

elf) And Elf made a paper 
plane to get there - Elf 
flew North Pole Airlines.

Laundry Day
Elf is helping with the 

laundry – a� of the socks 
are mismatched. Have 

they even b�n hung on 
a washing line!?

Elf is making breakfast 
but instead of c�king the 
e�s, they have a� had 

faces drawn on and have 
g�gly eyes!

Elf has got into the make 
up bag - the grown ups 
have blusher on, lipstick 
and is that a moustache 

on Mum’s face?!

Use our fr� North Pole 
Snowba� Training 

printable and make your 
own snowba�s with paper 

or co�on w�l.

Do you have a sca�er? 
Elf has sca�ed themself 
and printed out LOTS of 

si�y pictures!!

Who made this snow-
storm with flour? Elf has 
wri�en: 'your child did it!' 

Ch�ky!

Pi�y Bank 
Elf has robbed the pi�y 

bank - but what did 
they find? Chocolate 

coins!!

C�ked Breakfast

Elf has made a drink. 
How did they get the 

milk blue? 
(f�d colouring)


